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Spring Job Fair offers interviews, workshops
by James E. Spain
news reporter
The twelfth annual Spring Job Fair
was held last Wednesday, April 12, in
the University Center. This event gave
seniors graduating in spring and
summer, as well as alumni, an
opportunity to further their efforts to
find employment.
Interviews were conducted by 22
companies, and many other companies
provided display tables in the UC
Lobby, Deli, and Exhibit Hall.
Students who were not able to schedule
interviews were encouraged to bring
their resumes and talk to these
employers.
In addition, workshops on job
search, resume writing, and
interviewing were given by Sgt. Glenn
Grady of the Alabama National
Guard, and a workshop on finding
government jobs was sponsored by the
Office of Personnel Management.
Alumni Association mentors in
various areas of expertise were also
available to give advice to students.
Companies participating in the Job

Fair included Alabama Department of
Corrections, BDM International, Inc.,
CAS Inc., Citizens Independent Bank,
DP Associates Inc., Electronic Data
Systems, Federal Aviation Adminis
tration, FBI, General Research
Corporation, IBM Corporation, IRSAudit Division, IRS-Criminal
Investigation Division, Kinney Shoes,
Martin Marietta Manned Space
Systems, Martin Marietta Technical
Services Co., Medlab/Roche, NASA,
New Technology, Inc., Nichols
Research Corporation, Parker
Hannifin, Redstone Federal Credit
Union, Saginaw Division, State of
Alabama Personnel Department, State
Highway Department, Sverdrup
Corporation, USBI, U.S. Air Force,
U.S. Army Materials Command, U.S.
Army Missile Command, U.S. Food
and Drug Administration, U.S.
General Accounting Office, U.S. Office
of Personnel Management, U.S. Navy,
University of Alabama MBA Program,
UAB Education/Healthcare Labs,
UAB School of Public Health, UAH
staff employment, and Wal-Mart.

Participants in the 1989 UAH Job Fair.

by Rudy Tjhin

Committee seeking editor for "Shadows
by Michael Anthony
associate editor
If you love literature and the visual
arts, then possibly the job of editing
"Shadows" is just right for you.
A three-member committee at UAH
is in the process of seeking a qualified
individual todo just that for the annual
literary publication which features
poems, stories, and photos.
Representing the UAH faculty is
Jack Dempsey, a 24-year UAH
instructor who helped start our art
department. Dempsey is also a former
chairman of the department and is
presently a member of the Huntsville
Literary Association and the HLA
Poetry Workshop.
Representing UAH staff is Susan
Herring, a committee member who,
according to Dempsey, is a person
"dedicated to literary endeavors." And
finally, representing the UAH student
body in the selection process will be an
SGA member to be named later.
UAH has had a literary publication
for at least 10 years now, according to
Dempsey. However, the magazine
formerly known as "axis" has only
recently come into its own.
Dempsey said that "axis" was more
like a "literary journal with photos

stuck in. 'Shadows' is much more
purposeful, more stylish, and more
dedicated to both literature and the
visual arts."
What are the responsibilities of the
editor?
According to Dempsey, the editor
will be pretty much independently
producing the publication but will
have academic advisement, of course.
Once an editor is chosen he/she will be
briefed concerning the job. The first
task of the editor will be to choose a
staff (volunteers) of about four people
consisting of an art editor and
proofreaders. Next he/she will
establish guidelines for submission of
articles.
What will be published? How long
should articles be? When and where
should articles be submitted? These are
just a few of the questions the editor
must answer.
Since the next issue of "Shadows"
should come out by the middle of the
academic year (about the beginning of
the winter term 1989), the editor should
begin immediately to attract materials
from "all quarters of the UAH
community; that is, submissions from
alumni, staff, faculty, and of course,
the students," said Dempsey. "We
want everyone to participate, not just
an exclusive few." he added.
The Exponent, copyright
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Proud of the interdiciplinary
interests that comprise "Shadows",
Dempsey sees the publication of the
magazine as "very rewarding."
Although no financial remuneration is
expected, the experience of producing
the periodical should be gratifying to
any student.
A former co-editor Beth Gonsewski
agreed. "I'm glad to have worked on it;
it was good experience," she said. "I
was glad that we had a magazine that
UAH could be proud of."
Qualifications for the editorship of
"Shadows" are as follows: an
application including your name, role
at UAH, class standing, and a short
concise sketch of relevant background
information should be submitted to
Jack Dempsey, "Shadows" advisor,

UAH art department, Roberts Hall,
Room 313. In addition to these
requirements, the names of two faculty
members or other references should
also be submitted.
Applications are being accepted
until April 28. Any student with
previous experience in publication who
is attempting more than six hours of
credit is encouraged to apply.
The would-be editor should be goodnatured and possess leadership
qualities. According to Dempsey,
he/she should be prepared to spend the
equivalent amount of work as an upper
level course would require to
successfully fulfill the obligations of
the editorial position.

Events planned for science
and technology week
The UAH College of Science has
planned a series of lectures and events
to observe National Science and
Technology Week, April 23-29.
The week of activities is designed to
increase public awareness and
understanding of science and
technology, according to Dr. Lee Cook,

associate dean of the UAH College of
Science. All programs are open to the
public.
The week's activities include:
April 22 — Student Research Paper
Competition sponsored by the UAH
Chapter of Sigma Xi. the Scientific
Continued to page 12
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Billings unveils details of new building
by Marian Delaney Sampson
news reporter
Dr. C. David Billings, dean of
Administrative Science, opened a
meeting with his faculty about the new
Administrative Science Building by
presenting a brief history of the
building. This faculty meeting was
held April 13.
An architect was authorized for the
building on May 6, 1988, by the UA
Board of Trustees. The Board approved
a preliminary budget of $6,510,000 for

an approximately 70,000-square-foot
building. The Board of Trustees
approved the firm of Fuqua, Hughes
and Osborn, P.C., A.I.A. on Dec. 9,
1988.
According to Billings, the committee
worked closely with architect Larrell
Hughes to design the building, guided
by a Revised Facilities Program
Statement of April 14, 1988. The
committee met with the architect on at
least nine occasions and has also
studied other business school
buildings.

The design that the committee and
architect agreed on was presented by
Larrell Hughes in a slidelpresentation.
The building will be located between
the Science and Nursing Building
parking lots amidst the pines,
according to Hughes. It will have two
completely different faces. The "public
entrance side of the building" will
be oriented to the southwest facing the
intersection of Sparkman and Holmes,
Hughes said.
The public face of the building is
designed to look at the business

^[wasn't rubbing
it in-I just wanted
Eddie to know
the score of
last night's game."

Go ahead and gloat. You can
rub it in all the way to Chicago
with AT&T Long Distance Service.
Besides, your best friend Eddie
was the one who said your team
could never win three straight.
So give him a call. It costs a
lot less than you think to let him
know who's headed for the Playoffs
Reach out and touch someone?
If youd like to know more about
AT&T products and services, like
International Calling and the Al&T
Card, call us at 1 800 222-0300.

AT&T

The right choice.

community and is in a "prime spot" to
do so, he said. It is designed to "give a
presence to the school of business,"
said Hughes. This side is "rosy-bronze
glass" with a modern version of the
four traditional limestone columns.
The campus or student side of the
building is designed to face towards
the Library and to blend in with
existing buildings on the north side of
campus. Hughes described it as brown
brick with rosy-bronze windows that
are lined with limestone. The unusual
shape of the buildings is to allow for
"lots of exterior walls," Hughes said,
"so that the faculty could have outside
windows."
Hughes, Billings and Dave Brown,
director of the Physical Plant,
answered a number of questions from
the faculty about parking, sidewalk
lighting, teleconferencing capabilities,
PBX systems, handicapped parking,
elevators, and the auditorium added to
the committee/ architect's original
design by the UAH administration.
The addition of the auditorium has
created talk and controversy in the
College of Administrative Science.
Brown explained that the architect's
contract had been modified for the
change of a 150-seat lecture hall to a
450-seat auditorium.
Hughes said, "All the provisions for
maintaining this facility for lecturing
will be provided." Brown said this
enlargement would add about $200,000
and a "few thousand square feet" to the
building but "the board is not going to
quibble over this amount of additional
footage." The .project has to be
approved, according to Brown, but
"the president [Louis Padulo] has
authorized the additional money."
Dr. Allan Spitz, vice president for
Academic Affairs told The Exponent
that the enlargement of the auditorium
was in response to his inquiries about
how well broader campus needs were
being met in the design of this
building.
The new three-story building will
include a student lounge, a staff and
faculty lounge, and a three-story
atrium. The ground floor will have a
student resource area, student lounge,
case rooms, auditorium, and some
offices. The second floor will have
classrooms and some offices. The third
floor will be mostly faculty and
departmental offices and conference
rooms. The aerial view of the building
resembles a large "W" or a modernized
seagull.
The current schedule calls for the
building to be utilized by September
1990. The faculty meeting adjourned to
a birthday party for Billings.

Padulo named
to elite FDU
alumni group
UAH President Louis Padulo is
among fewer than 20 out of more than
70,000 Fairleigh Dickinson University
alumni who have been chosen for
induction as a charter member of
"THE PINNACLE."
THE PINNACLE is an FDU
organization to recognize FDU alumni
who have attained "the highest point
of development or achievement,"
according to FDU President Robert H.
Donaldson.
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UAH researchers to test theory with rocket
by Rick Mould
for The Exponent

through a pair of binoculars from the
ground.
The rocket is scheduled for an
Researchers at UAH will try to evening flight from NASA Goddard
simulate conditions of the early Space Flight Center's Wallops Flight
formation of the solar system during Facility on Virginia's eastern shore.
an experiment that will produce The mission is part of the NASA
colorful clouds visible along the East Sounding Rocket Program managed at
Coast.
the Wallops Facility. The launch
The Black Brant X, a large three- window runs April 23 through May 7.
stage suborbital rocket, will carry two The first release time will be at 8:41
canisters of barium, which will be p.m. (CDT) on April 23.
exploded approximately 90 seconds
Dr. Roy Torbert, a UAH associate
apart at an altitude of about 300 statute professor of physics, is the project's
miles. The barium will create an principal investigator. The launch will
artificial greenish purple cloud which investigate the Critical Velocity Effect
can be visible along the East Coast proposed by Dr. Hannes Alfven,
from Maine to Florida and as far west winner of the Nobel Prize in Physics in
as Cincinnati, Ohio.
1970.
The cloud will be visible for
The Critical Velocity Effect has been
approximately 20 minutes. When the used to explain the early formation of
release occurs it will be visible the solar system. In 1954, Alfven

proposed that if an element in a nearly found during the formation of the solar
neutral plasma became ionized when it system. Sensors on-board the payload
attained a flow velocity which will record characteristics of the
depended on its ionization potential, heated plasma in the neutral jet.
then several facets of the structure of
Researchers from the ground, by
the solar system could be explained. using lowlight level television
This could explain the differing cameras, will be able to determine
chemical compositions of the planets injection extent, velocity profile, and
and whether they wereformed during a percentage of ionization. Radar will be
gaseous or plasma transition.
used to measure ionospheric
The Black Brant X is 56 feet tall and parameters prior to and during the
is fueled by a solid propellant. The experiments.
rocket's payload is 17 feet tall, 17.5
Torbert was the principal
inches in diameter, and weighs 740 investigator of a similar launch to test
pounds. The payload will fall into the Alfven's theory in 1986. The current
Atlantic Ocean nearly 300 miles from launch will allow for a higher ambiant
the launch site. However, the payload plasma density than occurred during
will not be recovered.
the early morning flight in 1986, said
The two canisters of barium will be Torbert.
ejected and detonated, thus creating
two separate jets of gas. The explosives
will simulate the fast-moving gas

Old building enters new career as "Alumni House"
by Marian Delaney Sampson
news reporter

other purposes over the years, such as
continuing education. On Friday April
14, it was formally rededicated as "The
There is a new use for an old building Alumni House."
on campus. This building was first
Sitting north of Madison Hall, the
built to house the School of Primary • Alumni House is the new home of
Medical Care and has served several Alumni Affairs, University Advance-

In Memoriam
Joseph Schorn, a 19-year-old
freshman and mechanical engineering
major at UAH, died Friday, April 7, in
Huntsville Hospital.
Schorn was living in University
Housing Apt. 702 C with his
roommates Jeffrey Osterbur, Hal
Adair, and Chris Bateman.
Schorn, a diabetic, grew ill on
Thursday, April 6. Osterbur, who had
been taking care of Schorn on that day,
saw him growing worse and called the
paramedics. While the paramedics
were at their apartment in University
Housing Schorn went into cardiac
arrest. He was then driven to
Huntsville Hospital, and his parents
were notified.
Schorn's blood sugar level had been
1900, which is 20 times normal,

according to a Huntsville diabetes
specialist. He went into sugar shock
and died Friday afternoon, between 1
and 2 p.m. By then his blood sugar
level had reached 2000.
According to friends, Schorn enjoyed
flying airplanes, both real planes and
model ones. He also liked skiing.
"He was a good friend," said
Osterbur. "I will never find someone
like him again."
The funeral for Joseph Schorn was
April 11 in Oakridge, TN. Oakridge is
the home of his parentsJohn and Ethel
Schorn, and his sister Suzanne.
Plans are pending for a memorial
service to be held at UAH within the
next two weeks, according to Millie
Anglin, director of UAH Housing."
Joseph Schorn Memorial
by Penelope Holmes

Applications are now being accepted for

Peer Counselors
-Peer Counselors must be.—
-UAH Students in good academic standing
-able to positively represent UAH to entering
students and parents
-available on a part-time basis throughout the summer
Salary:
$200.00 plus $200.00 Tuition Assistance

ment, University Relations, the UAH
Lancers, the UAH magazine,
Postscripts, and several other
departments. It has been extensively
redecorated to meet the variety of uses
housed within it.
Despite the threat of showers and a
few raindrops, a crowd of alumni and
administrators attended. A welcome
and opening remarks was given by Dr.
Thomas Tenbrunsel, vice president for
University Advancement. George
Harvey, vice president for the UAH
alumni association Board of Directors,
introduced the Honorable Steve
Hettinger, mayor of Huntsville; Mrs.
Martha Simms, member of the
University of Alabama' System Board
of Trustees and UAH alumna; and Dr.
Louis Padulo, president of UAH.

Tenbrunsel gave a few closing
remarks and Harvey praised the work
of Alumni Director Renee Mooney
prior to the ribbon cutting ceremony by
the platform party. The rededicated
facility was then open for a reception
and open house with tours provided by
staff members and the UAH Lancers.
At the reception Mooney said, "This
is a day that the alumni have long
awaited. I could not have done it by
myself. We have a terrific board of
directors who have given me support,
leadership and understanding."
Among the guests were former UAH
President John Wright and Benjamin
Graves, SGA President John Ortiz,
and professor emeritus Dr. Frances
Roberts.

Libertarian meeting to be held
The North Alabama Libertarian
Supper Club will meet at 7 p.m.
Wednesday, April 26, at the Shoney's
Restaurant at 3301 Memorial Parkway
SW near Parkway City Mall. Peggy

Shanahan, director of the Light of
Christ Center, will speak on "Another
Look at Freedom." The public is
welcome.

Two smart ways to
pay for college.
The Army Reserve has twosmart ways to pay for
college expenses.
First, you may be eligible for the Montgomery GI
Bill which could provide you with up to $5,040 for college
or approved Vo/Tech training.
Second, if you have—or obtain-a qualified student
loan, and it's not in default, you could get it paid off at the
rate of 15% per year or $500, whichever is greater—up to a
maximum of $10,000.
This money could be yours for serving in a nearby Army Reserve
unit Following Basic Training and an Army skill training school,
you'll usually serve one weekend a month plus two weeks Annual
Training. And you'll earn over $80 per weekend to start.
Think smart. Think about all the Army Reserve has to ofFer you
if you are trying to pay for college. Give us a call:

1

2

SFC Repolesk

539-7431

BE ALLYOU CAN Bif

Applications are available in Student Development Services, Room 113 of
the University Center. Deadline for completed application is May 17,1989.

ARMY RESERVE
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"It's difficult to accept a rent increase when housing is paying for itself"
by Kim Glasgow
editor
I need to make a clarification to my March 8 editorial in which I
stated that UAH President Louis Padulo had not spoken on campus
about some changes at UAH. I recently found out that he spoke to the
University Women's Club in February and he outlined his plan much
as he did at the Board of Realtors. Although this meeting was held on
campus, you must be invited before you can attend the meeting. I
realize this is not the same as Padulo completely not speaking about
these topics on campus, but I don't see a great deal of difference
between the two. I would like to thank Betty Clunie from the Women's
Club for pointing out my error.
By now, I'm sure most UAH housing residents must know that rent
will officially be increasing, effective summer term 1989. I'm also sure
all residents, especially those in the three-bedroom units, have
received their rent-increase memo and are ready to fork over that extra
cash in another seven weeks or so. Something was unusual about this
rent increase — the memo didn't go through University Housing. In
the past, notices about housing rate increases have come from Millie
Anglin, director of Housing. Also, the notices are generally given to
students in the spring term so students, even those who are leaving for

"The memo obviously didn't come
through [UAH] housing. Reliable sources
have told the campus newspaper that
[Millie] Anglin had nothing to do with the
rent increase
the summer, can be prepared for a fall term increase. Although it may
not seem unusual for the memo to come from the Office of Finance and
Administration, it is unusual in that traditionally, housing notifies
residents of changes in rent and/or utilities. In addition, it seems
strange that housing would have an across-the-board rent increase
when on-campus three-bedroom rates were increased in fall 1988.
I really feel for those who live in those on-campus three-bedroom
apartments, renting a single (or private) space. Since fall 1985, the rate
has gone from $410 to the summer 1989 rate of $605 — almost $200 in

less than five years. The double spaces are not quite as bad, but they
still jumped roughly 24 percent since fall 1987. Other significant
increases include off-campus three-bedroom furnished and
unfurnished apartments. In less than three years, rent has increased
$165 and $160, respectively, for those apartments.
A couple of questions come to mind when trying to figure out this
rate hike. The first is, "Whose idea is it?"; the memo obviously didn't
come through housing. Reliable sources have told the campus
newspaper that Ms. Anglin had nothing to do with the rent increase.
Based on the letterhead, the memo came from the Office of Finance
and Administration. But did it really? I've been looking through old
notes and I realized that sources had reported to The Exponent as
early as February that Padulo was insisting that rent be increased.
Also, the wording of the memo is familiar: "...[UAH has] had to
subsidize the housing operations from other auxiliary operations of
the University." Our president had said this at the Board of Trustees
meeting last month, and it has been repeated in at least one editorial in
the Huntsville Times. Also, at the Board of Trustees meeting, Padulo
erroneously stated that UAH's housing would be increased effective
spring term 1989. He said this just two days prior to the beginning of
spring term.
I can almost hear some people in their best Ronald Reagan voice
telling me "Now, there you go again," criticizing Dr. Padulo again. I
admit, that's what I'm doing. But it's difficult to accept a rent increase
when reports and records indicate that housing is paying for itself.
The second question that comes to mind about the rent increase is
"Why?" — according to public documents, housing is not reporting
high losses. Instead, there has been over a $9000 profit during the past
five years. If housing is turning a small profit, I don't believe UAH
could be "subsidizing" housing. Also, as noted earlier, housing
increases occur usually in the fall, and students are informed of this
four to five months in advance, as opposed to six to eight weeks in
advance.
What is the reason for this increase in housing? Is it because the
housing office has reported several times that full occupancy has
never been attained? Raising rent isn't exactly going to bring in more
students. In fact, based on reaction in the few days that the memo has
been out, students will be driven out of housing. As one student pointed
out, students must come up with a large sum of money to rent an
apartment these days — high security deposit, first month's rent, and
last month's rent all up front, in many apartments.

[The Exponent]has under the editorship of Kim Glasgow reached... state of shoddiness'
To the UAH community:

Michael Dukakis could have been
speaking of the EXPONENT when he
said "The fish rotsfrom the head first,"
for our student newspaper has under
theeditorehip of Kim Glasgow reached

an unprecedented state of shoddiness.
Even if one ignores the numerous
typographical and grammatical
errors, it is time to remedy the damage.
I, as one student, refuse to any longer
finance a $26,000-plus venture in self-
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perpetuated, insular ineptitude.
As one telling example of Glasgow's
journalistic inadequacy, I cite a recent
editorial in which she laments the lack
of cooperation her staff receives from
the administration of UAH President
Louis Padulo. She also in the same
editoral expresses her concern about
Padulo's tentative proposal to have a
full-time faculty member who would
serve as advisor to The EXPONENT,
while trying to assure the reader that
she and her staff need no guidance or
instruction, she spells "asterisk"
"asterick," not once but twice,
completely destroying her argument. It
may be that the typesetter is to blame,
but in the end, the editor must be
responsible for all content, especially
that which she herself pens. (Use a
dictionary, Ms. Glasgow.)
I use the above example to call
attention to the consequences of
editorial inadequacy. If the editor lacks
journalistic knowledge, and, much
more importantly, shows no initiative
to acquire and perfect such knowledge.
The paper is doomed to decrepitude.
The EXPONENT has become an
almost totally isolated excuse for a
collegiate publication. I mean that
virtually no one grants any credibility
to the paper and therefore virtually no
one expresses views therein. The
EXPONENT fails miserably to fulfill
its responsibility as a community
forum. Hands have been thrown up in
despair, hands of the students, faculty
and staff. No one looks to the paper for
what it should contain, intelligent and
timely reporting. It is no wonder that
the administration hesitates to grant

interviews to The Exponent staffs
brand of undisciplined, stagnant, and
MYOPIC reporting.
In one episode of the paper's neverending uninformed emotional tirade
against Padulo, Glasgow fears that the
president wishes to take over the
publication, wrenching it from the
hands of the students. Glasgow fails to
see that Padulo is possibly concerned
about the direction and development of
the paper, and that her current staff,
under her leadership, is in dire need of
informed guidance.
Glasgow, as editor, must seek this
guidance. Glasgow must push Padulo
to activate his proposal and create a
situation in which a qualified faculty
member would have ample time to be
effective as EXPONENT advisor.
We must no longer accept three
issues of front-page stories dealing
with the same speech. (I refer to
Padulo's March 23 address to the UA
Board of Trustees.) We must no longer
continued to page 12

"...small bones.

yy

Dear Editor,
This' letter is written in support of
Terry Foote's reply to Nelson Papucci'fi
article on gun control and "criminal
rights." Mr. Papucci is living proof
that small talk comes from small
bones.
Thank you,
Dan Pendergrass.
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"...we are going to have to learn to get along...
by Gregory Casteel
columnist
We live in a small world. Because of modern
technology, our world is growing smaller and smaller
by the minute. This small planet of ours is also very
crowded. There are currently over 5 billion (that's
5,000,000,000) people living on our tiny planet. And
the population is constantly growing at an incredible
rate (it should double within your lifetime). When so
many people are crowded into such a small space, it is
inevitable that people are going to have to interact. I
don't care how much you would like to simply be left
alone and to live out your life without anyone else
bothering you; it can't be done. Man is a social
animal. We need to interact with each other to
survive. Interaction, as I said, is inevitable, so we had
better make the best of it. We can all be hostile
towards each other, but what good can come out of
that? We might as well learn to live in peace with
each other.
There are certain tools and techniques that will
help us live together in peace. If we want peace in this
world we need to learn these techniques and use these
tools. By far, the most important of these tools is
simple human decency. If everyone would practice
simple human decency this world would be a much
nicer place to live. What is human decency? It is the
quality that every human being should have — a
respect for humanity, a desire to treat people fairly,
an ethical code of behavior, an abhorrence of
prejudice, a desire for justice as well as mercy, a
sympathy for the plight of others, a value for life, a
belief that all people are equal and that all people
deserve to live the best life that this world can offer, a
sense of kindness towards all people, and, most of all,
a lack of cruelty.There is a lot of meaning packed into
those two words. If I took the time and space to list
every quality that was involved in the concept of
human decency, the list would fill this entire
newspaper and then some.
But I'm sure that you have a good idea — a "gut

instinct" if you will — of what human decency
entails. You can think of human decency as being
similar to what we often call the "Golden Rule" —
treat other people the way you would like them to
treat you. It is such a simple concept; yet, for some
reason, nobody seems to want to follow it. We would
like to be able to treat everyone else like dirt, but we
get angry when they treat us badly. We often have
the attitude that, "I'll be nice to him just as soon as he
starts being nice to me." Don't we realize that unless
we make the first move — unless we start being nice
to others — there isn't much of a chance that anyone
will ever be nice to us?
I only wish that more people would adopt a policy
of human decency. I have seen, time and time again,
examples of a total lack of human decency. I'll be"
happy to give you a few examples. Do you remember
a television show called "Candid Camera"? The
premise of this show was that a practical joke would
be played on someone, and that person's reaction
would be filmed. Now there is nothing wrong with
this — most of the time practical jokes are harmless
fun. But there is always a danger of going too far
with a practical joke. Some practical jokes can be
cruel and indecent. I remember one such example
from "Candid Camera." They took a small child into
a room, where a hidden camera filmed the whole
thing, and told the child that his mommy didn't love
him anymore. They did everything they could to
convince this child that his mommy didn't love him.
The child was in tears — grief-stricken because he
thought he wasn't loved. And "Candid Camera" had
the audacity to show it on television so people could
laugh at this innocent child. This certainly shows a
complete lack of human decency. Can you imagine
how traumatic this was for that child? Telling a
small child that his mommy doesn't love him would
be like telling an adult man that his wife had just
been killed in a car wreck. Can human beings be so
barbaric as to find this amusing?
Certainly, this is an extreme example. But other,
more commonplace examples exist. Every day,

Bunk! To...media portrayals
of the nursing profession."

people are laughing at other people's misfortune. It is
almost impossible to believe some of the crude jokes
that you hear about human suffering — jokes about
famine victims, handicapped people, victims of
natural disasters, etc. Not to mention racial and
ethnic slurs, as well as general contempt for people
who are "different" in some way or another. It
sickens me to see the total lack of respect for human
life that some people seem to have. When Ted Bundy
was executed not long ago, people were actually
cheering — rejoicing that he would finally "fry". A
man has been killed}. Don't people realize the gravity
of that? "But he deserved to die," you say. Maybe so. I
suppose if anyone deserves to die, Ted Bundy's name
would be at the top of thelist. But that's not the point.
Perhaps he did deserve to die, but his death should be
an occasion of solemnity, not one of levity and
celebration. I think we lack the proper respect for
human life, and the proper appreciation for the
seriousness of death.
It wouldn't be too difficult to try and use human
decency in our lives. A kind word here, and a good
deed there — it all adds up to make life more pleasant.
It doesn't take much effort to hold a door open for
someone, rather than letting it slam in their face. It
isn't difficult to say "thank you" every now and then.
It won't kill you to be nice to people. It might be a little
hard to change some of your attitudes — such as
racism, sexism, disrespect, enjoyment of cruelty, etc.
— but it can be done. If you are a mature human
being, there is no reason for you not to practice a little
human decency. We expect children to be cruel,
disrespectful, unkind, and bigoted, but adults have
no excuse to show this type of infantile behavior.
Anyone who doesn't practice human decency must
be quite immature.
We have to live together on this planet. Like it or
not, we are going to have to learn to get along with
each other. Pride, egoism, bigotry, and hatred will
only make this planet unlivable. Human decency,
love, compassion, and patience will help to save our
troubled world.

€C

To the editor:
B-u-n-k! to "Nightingales" and other
media portrayals of the nursing
profession!!!
I am aware that there have been
many reports, articles and TV showsof
late that paint a pretty grim and
unsavory picture of the nursing
profession, but what they fail to tell
you is the good news. What good news
you may ask? Well, let me tell you!!
Nursing offers more career
opportunities than you can imagine.
Nursing education prepares you to
work in areas such as: Pediatrics,
Obstetrics, Neonatal, Surgical,
Preventive Care, Research, Critical
Care, Administrative, Anesthesia,
Psychiatric, Community Health,
Industrial Health, Rehabilitation, to
name only a few. Nursing offers one of
the most flexible working schedules
you can find anywhere; you can almost
make your own schedule (part-time,
full-time, and flexi-time). Wouldn't you
like a career that would allow you to
work a schedule of three days on and
four days off and receive full 40 hours
pay!!
And, as for those rumors that nurses
don't make any money for their effort,
w-e-1-1, let me tell you!! Starting salaries
for nurses right out of school are in the
range of $23,000 to $35,000, depending
on the state you choose to practice in.
And as for those rumors that you can't

advance up the Ladder of Success,
BUNK! You can advance! The areas of
Administration, Research, Anesthe
tist, and Nurse Practitioner can pay in
the range of $30,000 to $110,000, or
more. If 110,000 a year isn't a good
salary and not advancing in one's
chosen career, what is? In addition,
many hospitals are now offering free
medical/dental insurance, in-house
day care for children, free housing or
housing subsidy pay, and profit
sharing.
So, don't cheat yourself. If you love
people and want a career where you
can get ahead, STOP and consider
nursing. It is a good career and the
rewards and respect you will receive
are far beyond any other career.

The Exponent is now accepting
applications for News Reporter. Duties include
writing one news assignment per week and
meeting a weekly deadline.
Pay averages $9 per article. If you can't meet
deadlines, you need not apply.
For more information, call 895-6090 or
come by The Exponent office in the
University Center, Room 104 and fill out an
application.

Pamela Trull

'Letter Policy'
The editorial board of The Exponent has established the
following policies concerning letters to the editor f< r the
1988-89 year:
The Exponent welcomes concise letters to the editor from the
UAH community. Preference will be given to letters dealing
with current events and UAH-related concerns or issues. All
submissions should be typed, double-spaced, and signed; very
neatly handwritten letters will be accepted. Letters will not be
corrected for spelling, grammar, or punctuation.
The deadline for letters to the editor is Friday, 5 p.m., before the-'
following Wednesday's newspaper. All letters will be verified as
authentic before they are printed, and authors must present some
type of identification upon submitting a letter in person. All letters
must contain an address and telephone number where the author

can be reached. In the event that the author cannot be reached by
Monday at 5 p.m., the letter will not be published until the
following week. Names of authors will be withheld upon request;
anonymous letters will be rejected.
The Exponent attempts to publish all letters to the editor. To
give others an opportunity to present their opinions, lettersofnonrecurring writers will be given priority over recurring writers.
Mass-produced or mass-copied letters will be published at the
discretion of the editorial beard. Letters that border on obscene,
libelous, or in poor taste will not be printed.
Although The Exponent will not alter the content or meaning
of a letter, the editorial board reserves the right to edit lengthy
letters. All letters must be 500 words or less. The editor has finai
approval of all letters to be published.
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Delta Zeta seeking nominations for
first annual "Men of UAH" calendar
Delta Zeta Soronty is trying to finalize its
first annual "Men of UAH" calendar. A call
for nominations has been sent to the clubs
and organizations on campus and we're
eagerly waiting for each of the nominations
to come in.
Each organization nominating someone
will be recognized in the calendar, even if its

nominee isn't selected. The close date for
nominations has been extended to April 21.
If your club has not made a nomination,
contact your president to insure that your
club is included in the calendar. There are
special registration forms that can be
obtained from the University Center Front
Desk, or contact Tia Andoe at 837-0265.

Alpha Kappa
Alpha

Congratulations to the Delta Zeta
intramural volleyball team for their win
last week. Good luck this weekend!
The Lambda Kappas would like to
Omicron Zeta chapter of Alpha Kappa
congratulate Tammy Mooney. She married
Alpha Sorority, Inc., is proud to _
Chris Vickers on April 8!
acknowledge Soror Truelove Sandifer as a
member of Sigma Theta Tau, the National
Nursing Honor Society.
Sandifer was selected as a member based
on her GPA and three faculty
On April 5, 1985, four young women
recommendations. She will be inducted into
founded Chi Omega at the University of
the honor society on May 23.
Arkansas. On April 15, Kappa Kappa
Congratulations to you!
celebrated our 94th anniversary of Chi
Omega. The past national president, Kirk
Bell Cocke, spoke at our luncheon.
Awards were also presented to the
following
Chi Omegas: Alumnae Chapter
This past weekend the sisters of Kappa
Delta held their annual Shamrock Project Alumnae of the Year — Camille Solley;
at the Parkway City Mall. All donations Active Chapter Alumnae of the Year — Jill
went to the prevention of child abuse Lancaster; Active Chapter Advisor of the
Year — Camille Solley; Outstanding
through the organizations of NCPCA and
SCAN. Weare very happy with the response Freshman — Amy Smith; Outstanding
we received and the money we were able to Sophomore — Dena Childress; Outstanding
v
Junior — Alison Billingsley; Outstanding
raise.
Congratulations to Stoshia Wynn who Senior — Jeanne Picht; Evelyn_ Leslie
placed as second runner-up in the 1989 Miss Scholarship — Amy Dickson; Outstanding
Greek Pageant and to Becky Lovvorn who Scholarship Achievement — Eve Walker;
Most Outstanding in Extra-curricular
was a finalist. At the Leadership Awards
Activities — Eve Walker; Most Enthusiastic
Banquet, Michele Gray was among those
Member — Amy Smith; and Chi Omega of
chosen Who's Who Among Students in
the Year — Jeanne Picht
American Colleges and Universities. She
Chi Omega was well represented in the
was nominated for Outstanding Young
Miss Greek Pageant by Cathe Beebe,
Women of America. Francie King, Marie
Alison Billingsley, Rebecca Dalzell, Amy
Letson, and Ginger Smith received High
Dickson, Tiffany Paajanen, Stephanie
GPA awards while Ginny Frazier, Kristi
Roper, Stacy Schlegal, Amy Smith,
Heatley, and Andrea Hill also received
Shannon Smith, Cheryl Wernle, and Leigh
awards.
Wilson. Chi Omega's Dickson, Wilson, and
The Kappa Delta Supergirls for the
Roper were chosen as finalists. Finally,
month of March were Heather Weaver and
Roper was crowned Miss Greek 1989.
Michele Gray — a special Congrats' to these
girls for their hard work and uplifting
Also, congratulations to Delta Zeta's
attitudes during March.
Julie Preston, who was first runner-up, and
Kappa Delta's Stashia Wynn, who was
second runner-up.
A final congratulations to our newest
"little hooties": Colleen O'Brien, Christa
Thompson, and Tammy Wieck.
The Lambda Kappas of Delta Zeta are
very proud of all of their members who
participated in the Miss Greek Pageant,
sponsored by Pi Kappa Alpha.
Congratulations to Rhonda Allen, who
The Nu Mu chapter of Kappa Alpha Psi
placed among the top seven finalists, and to
fraternity would like to ask everyone to help
Julie Preston, who was first runner-up!
in a very important upcoming event. On
Lamplighting and Initiation will take Wednesday, May 3, we will sponsor the first
place Thursday and Friday for Mary annual Talent Show to benefit Big
Howell, Cathy O'Gwynn, and Lisa Brothers/Big Sisters of Madison county.
Shannon. We are very proud of each of you
Money raised for this event will go to help
and know you'll be wonderful initiates!

Chi Omega

Kappa Delta

Delta Zeta

Kappa Alpha Psi

children of single parent households. It also
promises to be fun for all who attend. Come
out and see your friends do crazy things for
a good cause. If you would like to be in the
show please contact Lawrence Wilson at
830-2178 or Curtis Lanier at 859-2715.
Kappa Alpha Psi would also like to

ACM
The Association for Computing
Machinery will have its first meeting of the
quarter Thursday, April 20, at 1:30 p.m. in
Madison Hall, Room 213.
Topics will include a programming
contest (with a twist), lectures, and
membership concerns. Members, please
attend if you can! All others are welcome to
come and see what ACM is all about.

BSU
The BSU will have their weekly lunch
today at 12:15 p.m. Those who have never
attended a BSU lunch before are
encouraged to bring the coupon in this issue
of The Exponent and have a free lunch.
Bible study is tomorrow at 8:15 p.m.
We will have our annual spring picnic
Saturday, April 22. Call the BSU at 8379140 or 830-6611 for details.
"Crossover" will be held at the BSU
Sunday, April 23, 12:30 — 3 p.m. This event
is designed to meet the needs of graduating
high school seniors and their parents.
The Sunday meeting will include a meal,
panel discussion, and seminars. The cost is
$3.50 at the door. Reservations should be
made by calling the BSU before 4 p.m.
tomorrow.
John Broom, a pastor from South Africa,
will speak at Celebration Tuesday, April 25
at 8:15 p.m. and at lunch Wednesday, April
26 at 12:15 p.m.
The BSU is located at 450 Sparkman
Drive, across from the UAH Science
Building.

German Club
The UAH German club will be meeting on
Thursday, April 20, at 7:30 p.m. and again
on Thursday, April 27 at 12:15 p.m. in
Roberts Hall, Room 325.
Any further questions should be directed
to Lance Kirby, at 837-3207 or Dr. Rolf
Goebel at 895-6300.

Math Week
Dr. Dan Fitzjarrald, a reseacher in
atmospheric science with NASA Space
Flight Center, will be the featured speaker
during Mathematics Awareness Week,
April 24-28, sponsored by the UAH Math
Group.
"The purpose of Math Awareness Week is
to draw attention to the important role math
plays in various scientific disciplines as
well as in people's everyday lives," said

-Announcement policy•
All clubs' and organizations' announcements must be kept to
150 words or less. This is to allow room for all announcements.
Clubs and- organizations are not prohibited from exceeding the
150-word limit; however,-The Exponent cannot guarantee that
all of the announcement will be published. We will make every
effort to include all of the announcement not exceeding the 150word limit The editor has final approval of all announcements in
regards to length, nqwsworthiness, questionable content, and
poor taste.
Clubs and organizations are permitted to submit photos to
accompany announcements; however, the photos will be printed
on a space-available basis. All photos should contain the
following information: name of club submitting photo, names of
all individuals in photo, photo credit, if photo can be cropped, if
photo needs to be returned, and if the photo can be printed at a

later date as soon as space becomes available. We will make every
effort to return photos, but unmarked photos will not be returned.
At the discretion of the editor, due to space considerations an
announcement may beThoved from the "pulse: campus events and
happenings" page to an appropriate news, features, or sports
page. If this becomes necessary, an Exponent representative will
try to notify the club submitting the article. All announcements
must be typed and double-spaced, or must be- NE1ATLY
handwritten and double-spaced. Clubs and organizations
should take extra care in spelling as well as in neatness when
including people's names in announcements. In addition all
submissions must contain the name and phone number of a
contact person who can be reached between Friday at 5 p.m. and
Monday at noon in case we have any questions.

congratualte Bryan Barley on being a
recipient of the Who's Who Among Students
in American Universities and Colleges
Award presented at the Leadership
Banquet on March 28. The Nu Mu chapter
also celebrated in being chosen for having
the Most Improved GPA for a fraternity.
Debbie Rogers, president of the Math
Group. "The highlight of the week will be
Dr. Fitzjarrald's address with the
provocative title: 'Dynamical Systems,
Climatic and Chaos.'"
"Research work in meteorology,
geometry, and applied mathematics has
come together in the last few years to form a
new science — the study of chaotic
dynamical systems," said Fitzjarrald.
"This development has had a profound
impact on our understanding of such varied
problems as heart disease and climate
change. In this lecture some simple
dynamical systems are discussed, and with
the help of a super-micro computer,
particular examples of weather and climate
models are demonstrated. These simple
models can give us a surprising insight into
weather and climate."
The presentation by Fitzjarrald will be
held Wednesday, April 26, at the University
Center 127, at 12:30 p.m.

IEEE
IEEE was pleased to have seven members
represent UAH __ at the South Eastern
Regional Conference held in Columbia, SC,
April 9 through 12. The members attending
were Norman Mason - chairman; Dave
Junghans — Hardware Committee
chairman; Rick Pittson, John Machnica,
Gary Culp, Phil Humstead, and Dennis
Wingo. The Hardware Project Committee
worked many hours perfecting their vehicle
which tracked a beacon and was among the
top five of the 19 universities competing.
Dennis Wingo competed in the Region
III Student Paper Contest and won first
prize, which included a plaque and
$300 cash. In addition, his paper wilT&e
published in the IEEE proceedings.
Congratulations, Dennis!!!
IEEE will be holding its monthly meeting
April 27 in the Engineering Building, Room
207. Topics to be covered during the
meeting are future plans for the club,
SouthEast Con, and names will be taken for
those interested in running for an office for
IEEE's 1989-90 calendar year.
As always, everyone is welcome and
applications are available from our student
advisor, Dr. Stensby, in the Engineering
Building.
Also, the IEEE t-shirts are now available
for those who placed orders. T-shirts are
also on sale for those who didn't order, and
the IEEE Computer Fair shirts are on sale
for $3 each.

Data Processing
Management
Association
The Data Processing Management
Association of UAH held its first meeting of
the quarter on April 18. The meeting
covered the upcoming DPMA tour at UDS,
tutorials given by DPMA, new services
provided by DPMA, and the DPMA
newsletter. Dr. Stephen Floyd was the guest
speaker.
The DPMA is planning a tour of UDS
(Universal Data Systems) for April 25 at 1
p.m. All interested students are encouraged
to attend.
The DPMA is for all students interested in
pursuing a career in data processing and
information systems.
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Children's Hour to present "Cooking With Peilny
by Penelope Holmes
news reporter
"Penny [Ca to J is my Children's Hour
coordinator. She's the girl who
actually does the Children's Hour,
practically every Saturday morning."
said Karen Weaver when asked about
the upcoming "Cooking With Penny"
that will take place as the Children's
Hour activity for April 22. "We wanted
to have a cooking kind of class. I
thought 'Cooking With Penny' was a
cute, catchy title. We try to have catchy
titles [for Children's Hour activities]."
Weaver explained that some of the
guests recruited for Children's Hour
take some searching before they can be
found, while others are drawn from a
list of previous Children's Hour guests.
"1 have a whole list that somewhere
in the past four years people have
compiled...a list in the community who
will do things [for Children's Hour]."
Sometimes, said Weaver, she has to
look for the right person for certain
Children's Hours.
"Last year I decided. 'I think it'll be
great to have a sign language lesson,
so I called around trying to find
someone who would come out and

teach sign language, and I ended up
getting a teacher from Jones Valley to
do that. We know of some of the people
already, and then sometimes I have to
do a little bit of digging before I can
find a person who will actually do what
I need."
Weaver said she tries to get people
from UAH involved in the weekly
event. She described the efforts of
Linda Woods. UAH Drama Board
director, and Tim Brunlow. UAH
alumnus, regarding.Children Hour.
"[Linda] came in and did some
things with acting and imagination. I
know Linda. I know that she's a great
actress, and I know that she has
worked with kids before. So I said.
Hev. would you like to do something
for us?' Tim just happens to be an old
Puppetry demonstration at Children
friend of mine. too. He came in and
taught the kids how to draw. Most of
had a soccer day, and one of the soccer
the things we do we've never done players came out and did it; he
before, and we just have to try them
volunteered. But I do offer to pay them,
out. Some things don't work, some because I understand that they have to
things do."
prepare and take the time out to come
Although she offers to pay all the here and do this for us. [The sign
Children's Hour guests. Weaver said language teacher] volunteered; she
that not all of them accept the money. didn't want me to pay her. It just
"In the past, we've had people come depends on the person, I guess."
in and do it voluntarilv. One time we

The Association for Campus
Entertainment

i

presents:
Alpha-Omega Players
In

Drama Board Director
Film Series Director
Symposium and Lecture Director
Cabaret Director
Publicity Director
Special Events Director
Student Representatives
• ACE Vice President - must have
been involved with ACE at least 8
quarters

Nell Simon's

I OUGHT TO
BE IN
PICTURES
A Finely Tuned Blend of Hilarity and Honesty

University Center
Exhibit HoU

April 27, 1989

GET INVOLVED AND GET PAID!

Dinner 6:30 p.m.
Play 7:30 p.m.

Applications may be picked up at the IT Information
Desk - a description of the jobs are attaehed. Deadline for
applications is May 5th; theV must be returned to the
IT Information Desk.
The term begins June 1st.
The salary is 8120 a month. You
must have a GPA of 2.0 or liigher
and be enrolled 3 out of the next 4
quarters (summer-fall). You are
required to have a min. of 8 office
hours and attend weekly
meetings. The position may be
held until Mav 1990.

photo by Rudy Tjhin
"Cooking With Penny" will take
place Saturday, April 22, and
May 6 will feature a "Mexican Fiesta"
day. All Children's Hour activities take
place on Saturdays at 10:30 a.m. in the
UC Cafeteria. For more information,
call 895-6445.

University Center Dinner Theatre

is accepting applications for the 198990 school term for the following
positions:

You must purchase your tickets
for dinner by 5:00 p.m. on April 25
UAH Faculty, Students, and Staff - $10.00
General Public - $12.00
For more information please call 895-6009
Prcdvc+d Bf
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Mississippi Singer/songwriter Fred
Knobloch to perform at U.C. April 21
by Pat Newcomb
features reporter

Fred Knobloch

An evening of musical entertain
ment is being offered by the University
Center this Friday night. Singersongwriter Fred Knobloch will perform
April 21 in the UC Cafeteria. The
concert is at 8 p.m. and there will be no
admission charge.
Knobloch, a Mississippi native, has
a varied musical background. He has
roots in everything from Elvis Presley
to Big Band music.
The diversity of Knobloch's musical
influences allows him to fit easily into
many categories.
"It is this variety that I put into my
music today," said Knobloch.
In addition to being an excellent
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Shadows, the annual UAH student literary publication, is
accepting applications for the post of Editor from April 3
through April 28. Any student with previous experience in
publication who is attempting six or more hours of credit is
encouraged to apply.
The publication, orginaily called Scribbler and more
recently Aids, includes original poetry, prose and visual art by
members of the UAH community. Copies of Shadows, 1988
will be available for examination in the SGA office and the Art
Dept. office.
To apply please include your name, role at UAH, class
standirtg, and a short, concise sketch of relevant background
and qualifications. Please identify two faculty or other references
that the selection committee may contact. Send these
materials or inquiries to Jack Dempsey, Shadows advisor. Art
Dept., Roberts Hall, Rm. 313.
It is not presently anticipated that there will be financial
compensation for this position, however, at the risk of seeming
trite, the self-esteem and recognition can last a lifetime.

performer, Knobloch is also a
successful songwriter. He has written
songs such as "The Whole World's in
Love When You're Lonely" for B.J.
Thomas and "I Had It All" for Ray
Charles.
Knobloch has many impressive
musical credits to his name. He wrote
the song "Why Not Me," and recorded
his song "Killing Time," as a duet with
Susan Anton.
He has also written the country
music hit "Used To Blue" for Sawyer
Brown. The "USA for Africa" album

included Knobloch's "A Little More
Love" by Kenny Rodgers. Knobloch is
also a part of the country group SKB
who have had hits such as "Baby's Got
a New Baby" and "No Easy Horses."
Since forming a band in eighth grade
in Jackson, MS, Knobloch has come a
long way in his musical career.
Though currently residing in
Nashville, he has earned a niche in
creative music communities from
Atlanta to L.A.

Innovative movie makes
use of short-story format
by Lawrence F. Specker
features reporter

live-in assistant, played by Rosanna
Arquette. Nolte, bearded and so old
looking that he is barely recognizable,
does an excellent job in the role of a
moody artist who uses a relationship
as a tool in his art, a tool that puts him
in the right mood and motivates him.
This callous, abusive kind of love
eventually leads to a break-up. But
never fear: the artist wins out in the
end, as "Life Lessons" ends with a
humorous surprise ending.
The second best of the three — and it
is a close second — comes last. This is
Woody Allen's portion, "Oedipus
Wrecks."
It is a funny, fantastic tale of a man
trying to find the right woman in spite
of his nagging mother, who constantly
embarrasses him, making him tense
and miserable. And then his problems
only get worse after dear old Mom
disappears during a magic show at a
restaurant. Of course, true love wins
out in the end, never fear.
Far and away the worst of the three
segments of "New York Stories" is
"Life Without Zoe," a creation of
Francis Coppola. "Life Without Zoe"
doesn't really have a plot, and
certainly doesn't have a recognizable
conclusion. About all it does have is a
bunch of hideously rich, snobby little
kids who throw more money around
than most adults make.
Certainly, such a topic could be
funny, but here it isn't. It is merely
annoying. Time and time again, the
audience asks itself, "Is this for real?
How can it be? There is no plot, and
these child actors stink. What is going
on here?"
What is going on is a film that is all
glitz and no substance. But two out of
three ain't bad, as they say, and the
first and last mini-movies more than
make up for Coppola's joke. Look at the
bright side: how many movies come
with a built-in bathroom break?

There is an interesting new movie
out titled "New York Stories." The film
is particularly interesting and unusual
because it is actually three films by
three different directors all rolled into
one film.
In effect, "New York Stories" is a
short-story collection featuring
concise, colorful tales from Martin
Scorsese, Francis Coppola, and Woody
Allen. The three stories combined are
as long as one medium-length feature
film.
The first mini-movie of the three is
Martin Scorsese's contribution, "Life
Lessons." Although the soundtrack is
at times deafening, I found this story to
be the best of the three. It is also the
longest, at about 45 minutes.
"Life Lessons" is the story of a
successful artist named Lionel Dobie,
played very well by Nick Nolte, and his
stormy relationship with his beautiful

THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY.
And they're both repre
sented by the insignia you wear
as a member of the Army Nurse
Corps. The caduceus on the left
means you're part of a health care
system in which educational and
career advancement are the rule,
—
not the exception. The gold bar
on the right means you command respect as an Army officer. If you're
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 7713
Clifton, NJ 07015. Or call toll free 1-800-USA-ARMY.

I

1

FREE|

FREE

FREE LUNCH
April 12 or 19
with this coupon
Baptist Student Union
450 Sparkman Drive
12:15 p.m.

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALLYOU CAN BE.
FREE

FREE
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Sauls, Gray
honored with
"Awards of
Distinction"
for artwork
UAH students Ricky Sauls and
Michael Gray recently received
"Awards of Distinction" during the
April 7 reception of the UAH Regional
Biennial Juried Student Exhibition.
Sauls, at left, receives his award
from UAH art professor and gallery
administrator Alan Davis. Sauls won
his award for his work titled "Shelter."
Gray, at right, is shown receiving his
award for his work titled "Layers of
Life." He also was presented with a
"Certificate of Merit" for his work
titled "A Substitution."
The student art exhibit will continue
through April 21 at the University
Center Gallery.

Prize offered to Physical Plant workers

Custodial Services holding efficiency competition
by Marian Delaney Sampson
news reporter
Varney Granade, superintendent of
UAH Custodial Services, has
announced a contest among the 35
workers of the custodial department of
the UAH Physical Plant.

This contest has been running for
four weeks. Six finalists will be chosen
in the contest and the final winners in
the contest will be chosen at 9:30 a.m.,
April 20, in the formal Dining Room of
the University Center.
The contest is to ensure that workers
receive credit for the proper

maintenance and cleanliness of the
equipment they use. Contestants have
been judged to see that they have
chemicals in the right location,
properly labeled and clean equipment.
Granade said that the custodial
department has an annual event such
as this equipment contest, Pride Day,

or an Upen House. The prizes for the
contest are $25 for first place, $10 for
second place, and lunch at the UC
cafeteria for third place. A university
panel consisting of Rayburn Murphy,
Brenda Hopkins, and Marian
Sampson has been asked to select the
winners.

Financial strategist and jazz rocker

Powell exercises musical talents in debut album
by Joyce Anderson Maples
for The Exponent
Financial strategist by day — jazz
rocker by night. That description best
fits Randall Powell.
Surprised? Don't be! Although
Powell is proficient and conservative
in his job as director of Planning and
Budgets at UAH, he displays as equal
expertise and finesse as a lyricist and
musician on his newly released debut
album.
The album, titled "Randall Powell",
contains eight songs that were written
and produced by Powell. Recorded
locally at Sound Cell Studio, the songs
are a mixture of pop dance tracks, jazzinfluenced rock, and introspective
commentaries.
The album, released by Pax Records,
is currently getting airplay on WLRH
and should be heard on other local
radio stations soon. Powell, who does
vocals and piano, also used
synthesizers and samplers on the
album.
Facetiously, he says he would be
happy with 10 million in sales from the
album, because it would surpass
Michael Jackson. Realistically, he
would settle for copies being forwarded
to major record companies, with hopes
to negotiate distribution.
Powell, who was raised in Cullman,
has been in the music field
professionally for nearly 20 years and
has performed with several bands in
North Alabama. Unlike most children,
who shun music lessons, Powell said,

"I begged my parents to buy me a
piano."
Powell was first in his family to
graduate from high school. He
continued his education and earned a
doctoral degree in Educational
Psychology and Research from the
University of Alabama at Tuscaloosa

Randall Powell at his UAH office.

by age 25.
"Going to school at that pace wasn't
easy...I was anxious and my greatest
fear was, "If I don't finish now, I
probably never will,"' Powell said. "I
worked two jobs most of the time, too.
When I started working on my
dissertation, I had taken a job in

photo by Terrell Joiner

Pennsylvania as an administrator. I
spent a small fortune in Federal
Express charges and plane fare
defending my dissertation," he added.
"My education led me to use
computers, and that has been
indispensable to my music career,"
Powell pointed out.
As in most large undertakings, help
is usually needed and Powell realized
this right away. Giving him a helping
hand — or rather a helping voice — on
background vocals for the album is
none other than Pat Moore, director of
Purchasing for UAH.
"I love to sing! Music is my forte
darling," Moore exclaimed.
"Recording is hard work. It's non
stop — I had no idea what really went
on in the recording industry."
Moore's rich soprano voice on the
album can be likened to Nancy
Wilson's. She said occasionally she
will "clown around" singing jazz and
blues. But her heart and soul is really
in singing gospel music. She sings
professionally with three choirs, and
recently sang at a performance
honoring Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
Powell and Moore first sang together
nearly two years ago at an office
Christmas party. He wrote the song for
that performance, too.
In the spring, Powell will take
another trip to the studio and will
release two more new songs. He plans
to take Moore and his new band
"Random Numbers" with him.
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1964," McLaughlin to entertain students

by Carol Ann Vaughn
features reporter
Do you remember 1964?
Perhaps that is a question too
revealing of just how quickly time
passes. But whether or not you remem
ber or were alive in 1964, mark your
calendars for Friday, April 28, for a
ATTENTION
- GOVERNMENT
HOMES from $1 (U-repair).
Delinquent tax property.
Repossessions. Gall 1-602-8388885. Ext. GH12054

visit to an era all ages are familiar with
— Beatlemania. Thegroup 196-1: As the
Beatles will take audiences of all ages
on a musical journey back to the past.
During their concerts. Mark Benson
(John Iyennon). Gary Grimes (Paul
McCartney). Bob Miller (George
Harrison), and Greg George (Ringo
Starr) perform Beatles tunes, eight ol
NORMAN TYPING SKRVICKS Professional and personal service for
term papers, resumes, word processing
and mailing lists, etc. Call Sharon at
772-8712.

which they have recently recorded for a
motion picture sound track.
And. as if that were not enough, the
Association for Campus Kntertainment. who is responsible for bringing
1964 to UAH here in 1989. has also
provided audiences with more variety
and styles in music with the engaging
performer .Janet McLaughlin.

Part Time Summer Help needed in
retail sales. Saturday work is required.
Johnson. Pool Company. 2609
Governors Drive. Apply in person.

SPRING BREAK.
IBM wants to give you a break on the IBM
Personal System/2 computer. A PS/2 can help you
organize notes, write and revise papers, produce
high-quality graphics, and more. It's easy to leam and
easy to use. And now, if you buy one of our speciallyconfigured packages, you'll get some great software, too.
For a limited time, purchase one of the packages
described below, and you'll also get a mouse, DOS 4.0,

Make $300 or more at one group
meeting. Students organizations,
fraternities, and sororities needed
to conduct marketing project at
your next meeting. Call 1-800-9320528. Ext. 120.
ATTENTION - HIRING!
Government jobs - your area.
Many immediate openings without
waiting list or test. $17,840 $69,485. Call 1-602-838-8885.
Ext. RI2054

GOVERNMENT JOBS $16,040 $59.230/yr. Now Hiring. Call (I)
805-687-6000 Ext. R-I8I3 for
current federal list.

Microsoft Windows/286 or 386, Microsoft Word

CRUISE SHIP JOBS
Now Hiring Men and Women.
Summer &, Career Opportunities
(will train). Excellent Pay Plus World
Travel. Hawaii. Bahamas. Caribbean,
Etc. CALL NOW! (206) 736-7000
Ext. I09J (call refundable)

the programs for you.
So have a great time at the beach ... or on the
slopes ... or with the folks. Your new PS/2
will be ready to help you make it to Summer
when you gel back.

You don't need a computer to calculate these savings!
PS/2 Model 30-286 w/20MB hard
drive, 1MB RAM, color display.

Help Wanted
Waiter Waitress, full or part time
Sakura Japanese Kitchen. 2007
University Drive. 584-2888.

GOVERNMENT JOBS! Now hiring in
your area, both skilled and unskilled.
For a list of jobs and application. Call
1-615-383-2627. Ext. P237.

(academic version), and HDC Windows Express.
With the purchase of a PS/2 Model 50Z or Model 70. you'll
also get Microsoft Excel (academic version) - the hot,
new spreadsheet package. And we'll even pre-load

Suggested
Retail Price

Tickets may be purchased in
advance at the University Center
Information Desk or AB Stephens ($8
per UAH student, faculty, or staff
member; $7 per ticket for the general
public). There will he tickets available
at the door ($5 per person. UAH; $10
per ticket for the general public).

Your Price

You Save

' $4,437

$2,399

$2,038

PS/2 Model 50Z w/30 MB hard
drive, 1MB RAM, color display.

$6,117

$2,799

$3,318

PS/2 Model 70 w/60 MB hard drive,
2MB RAM, color display.

$8,912

$4,449

$4,463

Is it true you can buy jeeps for $44
through the U.S. Government? Get
the facts today! call 1-312-742-1142
Extension 243.
ATTENTION
- GOVERNMENT
SEIZED VEHICLES from $100. Fords.
Mercedes. Corvettes. Chevys.
Surplus Buyers Guide. 1-602-8388885. Ext. A12054
Baby Sit in my Home
Former teacher will care for children at
my home, full or part time. Prefer
children ages 1-8. Must be a child of
student or faculty member at UAH
Sherwood Park. S87-0524.

KID'S STUFF
Learning Center

Come see these systems at the IBM PC Fair
Thursday, April 20th
University Center Exhibit Hall
9:00 a.m. — 3:00 p.m.

FREE PRIZES AND REFRESHMENTS

Now accepting applications for all
positions including:
— Red Cross Certified Lifeguard
— Summer Camp Teachers
Call for an appointment to apply in
person. 837-4 726 or 830-5482

ESSAYS & REPORTS
1(L278 to choos« from—all subjects

O'O+i Catalog Today w>th Visa'MC o< COO
IBM. Personal SystanV2 and PStt ara registered trademarks of IBM Corp
Microsoft it a registered trademark of Microsoft Corp.
hDC Windows

Express

« a trademark of the hQC Computer Corporation.

800-351-0222
>"Caii' Ci.v477AT.Y
Or tush $2 00 fo Essays & Reports
W." KWV Ave
ire Angeles C.A9002S
Custom research also available- ai levels
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Lectures will study role of religion in modern wars
Continuing the tradition of the
Huntsville Study-Forum and the
Vanderbilt Lecture Series, the Campus
Ministry Association presents "The
Religion Factor in Comtemporary
World Conflict," a lecture series for the
Church and the Community.
These lectures and discussions will
be held each Tuesday from 7 to 9 p.m. at
Faith Presbyterian Church in
Huntsville, located at 5003 Whitesburg

National
Organization
of Women
sponsoring
essay contest
March was Women's History Month
and, as its contribution to further the
purpose of that month, the National
Organization for Women foundation is
sponsoring an Essay Contest.
The topic of the contest is "The
Continuing Struggle for Women's
Equality in the United States." Within
this broad subject essays may deal
with, but are not limited to the
following: earliest voices for women's
equality; the beginning of the women's
rights movement; last days winning
the votes for women; the introduction
of the equal rights amendment; and
why we need the ERA.
The NOW Foundation National
Essay Contest entrants will be divided
into three categories. The_ contest is
open to all students enrolled in senior
high school (grades 9 through 12),
college, or continuing education. Each
entry must be accompanied by a
completed and signed entry form (or
facsimile).
The competition will be judged by a
national panel composed of leaders of
the women's rights movement, whose
decision will be final. A first-place
winner from each of the categories
mentioned will be chosen.
The sponsors reserve the right not
to present awards if no meritorious
entries are received. The deadline for
all submissions is Oct. 15, 1989.
The national winners in each
category will be awarded $1000
scholarships from the NOW
Foundation. In addition, the NOW
Foundation has the right to publish
winning entries either in the National
NOW Times, or another appropriate
publication.
For more information about contest
rules, write to:
NOW Foundation Essay Contest
1000 Sixteenth Street, N.W.
Suite 700
Washington, D.C. 20036
or call (202)331-0066.
WOMEN'S COMMUNITY HEALTH
CENTER
S.H.E.

General medical care for women,
pregnancy testing, birth control,
abortions, women's health care &
counseling. All services confidential,
131 Longwood Drive, 533-9228. Office
Hours: 8-5, Mon. —Sat. Phone
Information until 8 p.m. TOLL
FREE: 1-800-666-9228.
Herpes Support Group Monthly and
now Offering Cervical Caps and
FERTILITY AWARENESS classes

Drive at the Airport Road intersection.
Cost will be $20 for the full series; $6 per
session; $50-75 range for congrega
tional sponsorship, where unlimited
numbers of members can attend.
Contact 880-2074 to discuss the details
of fee structure and possible
scholarships.
"Hinduism vs. Sikhism in Punjab
India: Punjab, the Sikhs, and the
Assassination of Indira Gandhi" will

be featured April 25. The lecture will
describe theSikh movement of the 15th
century in the Punjab area of India and
the conflict of Sikhs with Muslims and
Hindus that led to Prime Minister
Gandhi's assasination, a conflict
which continues to intensify today.
"Practical Theology and Wars of
Liberation in Latin America" will be
featured May 2. This lecture will
describe Liberation Theology, an

attempt by Christian thinkers in Latin
America to justify and support
revolution in pursuit of freedom and
justice.
The lecturer will be Dr. Robert W.
Wingard, who holds the Franklin
Chair in Religion at BirminghamSouthern College. Wingard is a
popular speaker, respected author,
active lecturer and preacher, and
dynamic retreat leader.

Shadows, the annual UAH student literary publication, is accepting applications for
the post of Editor from April 3 through April 28 Any student with previous publication
experience, who is carrying at least six credit hours, is encouraged to apply. Please send
inquiries to Jack Dempsey, Shadows advisor, Art Dept., 313 Roberts Hall.

WHAT'S THE DIFFERENCE
BETWEEN AN EMU AND AN EMO ?

EMU ™ (Dromaeius
novaehollandiae
diemenianus)
Became
extinct despite
governmental
efforts to enhance
reproduction
in captivity.

EMO™ (Dromadman
novahilarious
dielaughinus)
Reproduction
prohibited by
federal law.

EXPERIENCE THIS UNIQUE
SPECIES BEFORE ITS EXTINCTION!
Emo Philips
Friday, May 12, 1989 8 p.m.
Von Braun Civic Center Concert Hall
$4.00 — Students, faculty, & staff
$8.00 — General public
GET YOUR TICKETS AT THE UC INFO DESK NOW!
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Events planned for science and technology week
I ah
ii
* « « A m n / i fT/7 7
Continued
from page 1

from NASA-Ames Research Center,
Research Society. ,UAH Science will speak on "Plant Stress Factors
Building, 9 a.m. — 5 p.m.
and Ecologically Based Life
April 22 — Annual state meeting of Supports." UAH Science Building,
the Alabama Association of College Room 104, 2:30 p.m.
Teachers of Mathematics. Math
April 25 — High School Physics and
teachers from Junior and senior Optics Day. Approximately 300 area
colleges from across the state will hear high school students will be on campus
several addresses and a panel for a physics and optics symposium.
discussion on "Current Trends that Brief talks, demonstrations and tours
will Affect the Teaching of College of UAH lab facilities are included.
Mathematics in Alabama." UAH UAH Science Building/University
Bevill Center, 9:15 a.m. — 4 p.m.
Center, 8 a.m. — noon.
April 24 — Dr. Bruce Macler,
April 26 — Dr. Dan Fitzjarrald,
research scientist and bioengineer ^esearch^cientis^t^arshal^pac^

Flight Center will speak on
"Dynamical Systems, Climatic and
Chaos." Sponsored by the UAH Math
Club. UAH University Center, Room
127, 12:30 p.m.
April 26 — Dr. Milton Harris, UAH
professor of chemistry, will speak on
"Applications of Polymers on
Surfaces." UAH Science Building,
Room 149, 1:40 p.m.
April 27 — Dr. Brian Hassard, State
University of New York in Buffalo,
associate professor of mathematics,
will speak on Higher Order
ant

Manifolds for Boundary Conditions
for Heteroclinic Orbits." UAH
Madison Hall, Room 310, 9 a.m.
April 27 — UAH Chapter of Sigma
Xi, the Scientific Research Society, will
hold its annual banquet. Student
winners from the Sigma Xi Research
Paper Competition and from the UAHsponsored National Science and
Technology Week button-design
contest will be honored. The keynote
address will be "The JOVE Initiative
— A NASA/University Joint Venture
in Space Research," by Dr. Rick
Chappel, associate director of Science
at Marshall Space Flight Center.
Huntsville Marriott, 6 p.m.
April 28 — Dr. E. Doedel, Concordia
University, Quebec, Canada, associate
professor of computer science, will
speak on "Numerical Computation of
Heteroclinic Orbits." UAH Madison
Hall, Room 310, 3:30 p.m.
April 29 — The Society of Physics
Students will hold its annual regional
high school science contest.
Approximately 250 students will
compete in biology, chemistry and
physics projects. UAH Science
Building 8:30 a.m. — 4 p.m.

Glasgow's misspelling
of u asterisk" completely
destroys her argument

The UAH Association for Campus Entertainment
presents:

n 1964"
fit

...AS THE BEATLES

continued from page 4
accept a paper replete with
grammatical and typographical
errors. We must, above all, no longer
accept an editor who fails to seek muchneeded assistance. The UAH
community is capable of more than
weekly installments of "BLOOM
COUNTY."
It is time to make The EXPONENT
something worthy of discourse,
something worthy of an academic and
cultural community.
James A. Brock, Jr.

Friday, April 28, 1989
AT SPRAGIN'S HALL

• •

A .*

TI^Ajabama.R^iniori•

7:30 p.m.—Opening Act—Janet McLaughlin will open
"1964"...AS THE BEATLES Will follow

Ticket Prices in advance
$3.00 — UAH Students, Faculty and Staff
$7.00 — General Public

Did You Know?

At the Door
$5.00 — UAH Students, Faculty and Staff
$10.00— General Public
Only General Public tickets may be purchased at

rr

AB Stephens
2878 Drake Avenue — 880-1234 or
Madison Square — 830-0888
and all tickets may be purchased at
The UC Information Desk — 895-6009

n

For more information, call The Source 895-6666

Born In Montgomery In 1919. Nat
King Cole's musical background
Includes a mother who was choir
director for his father's Baptist church
and three brothers who became
professional musicians. Cole began
playing piano at an early age. making
his first public appearance at age four
at the Regal Theater In Chicago.
Cole's record debut at age 19 was
followed by a tour of vaudeville with his
own band. He later worked as a solo
pianist In night clubs before forming
the original King Cole Trio In 1939. Its
first-national hit was Straighten Up
and Fly Right.
Gradually. Cole left the piano to
concentrate on singing and eventually
moved on to popular music rather lhan
Jazz. The Christmas Song, recorded
by Cole In August 1946. remains a
beloved holiriuv favorite.
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Management
Association
will award
scholarship
The North Alabama chapter of the
National Association of Purchasing
Management will award the North
Alabama Purchasing Association
Scholarship.
This is a $500 gift scholarship to be
used for tuition only. To be eligible, the
student must be a college sophomore,
junior, or senior with at least one more
semester or quarter pursuing an
academic degree in the field
of
Business Administration.
In addition to submitting a
completed application and a copy of
college transcripts, students must send
a letter from the college establishing
his/her enrollment in a Business
Administration curriculum, a personal
letter written by the applicant stating
the reason for choosing a purchasing
or business career (be specific — no
more than 2 pages), and personal
reference statements limited to
substantiation
of
character,
motiviation, or need.
Application and enclosures for the
North Alabama Purchasing
Association Scholarship should be
forwarded to the UAH Financial Aid
Office in the University Center, Room
124.

Nurse For a
Day offers
chance to look
at nurses' work
Would you like to see what nurses
really do?
Nurse for a Day may be the program
for you. This is a program designed to
explore various career options
available for nurses, give an inside
view of the nurse's role in today's
health care system, and experience
nursing education in a clinical setting.
Participants will also be able to talk
with nurses in anesthesia, critical care,
emergency room, surgery, maternal/
child, pediatrics, air transport, and
other areas.
Nurse for a Day programs are
scheduled by the UAH College of
Nursing Student Services Office. The
next program will be held Tuesday,
May 2. Call Faye Mitchell, coordinator
of the Student Services Office, at 8956742 to make a reservation for Nurse
for a Day.

ABASSELOPE
ANP A HARE
IN AN UNHOLY
BIOLOGICAL
UNION.
,
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Classifieds
$3.00 for 30 words or less
1OC for each additional word

PREGNANT
NEED HELP?
Call Pregnancy Hotline
533-3526
Don't face it alone.

RAPE RESPONSE

539-6161

CALM
POWN.
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SPORTS
Regular season ends well for tennis teams
by Jennifer Lynn Grace
sports editor
The UAH men's and women's tennis
teams ended their regular season
match play with a couple of wins last
week.
The teams traveled together to the
University of North Alabama where
the UAH ladies claimed a 5-4 victory

over their opponents at UNA. Kelly
Herrell and Stacy Condra both won
their singles matches in straight sets
and then won another match in the
first doubles spot 6-1, 6-2.
Sybil Petersen won a 6-4, 6-4 match
at number three singles and Shannon
Armstrong pulled "out a close three-set
victory 6-1,5-7,6-4 to clinch the win for
the Charger team.
The UAH men's team was not as

fortunate at UNA and were defeated 09. But they came back strong later in
the week against Martin Methodist
and pulled a 9-0 victory for UAH. Milo
and Don Cameron at one and two
singles and first doubles won their
matches in straight sets. *
Tim Phillips at number three won 60, 6-1, in singles and 6-0, 6-0 in doubles
with his partner Herbert Burton.
Burton's score in singles was 6-4, 6-0.
At number five, Kevin Bice won easily
6-0, 6-0. Bice and Edwards whipped up

in doubles as well with a 6-2, 6-1 win
over Martin Methodist.
The women's record is now 7-4, and
the men's is 7-6. Congratulations to the
members of both teams, as well as the
coaches Mike Weckwarth and Doug
Ross for posting a winning season.
This weekend, on Friday and
Saturday, UAH will host the S.A.A.
(Southeastern Athletic Association)
Tennis Tournament. The starting
times for the individual matches will
be announced. Good luck, Chargers!

jHuntsville Stars in town i Annual Exponent Fishing
jfor eight-game home stay Rodeo coming April 29th
by Jennifer Grace
sports editor

The Huntsville Stars opened an
eight-game homestand on Saturday
night with a 1-0 win over the Greenville
Braves. Last Friday the Stars
completed their first road trip of the
season with a 6-4 win over Columbus.
Huntsville split a four game series with
the Mudcats of Columbus after losing
three of four in Greenville to start off

by Spencer Glasgow Jr.
the 1989 season.
staff reporter
The Stars finished the road trip 3-5
and will play at Joe Davis stadium
The Exponent will be sponsoring
every night this week until Saturday its annual Fishing Rodeo on Saturday,
night. The games will be played at 7:35 April 29, from 6 a.m. until 6 p.m.
p.m., Wednesday through Saturday.
Prizes will be awarded for the largest
The visiting team is Columbus.
single fish (judged by weight). Mann's
Bait Company is donating three packs
In the game against Greenville last of tackle — valued at $25, $15, and $10
Saturday, first baseman Dan Howittof
the Stars scored the only run for the
game in the fourth inning. He was
batted in by a triple from Pat Gilbert.
0,"g££ood *<"«
Pitching for the Stars was Dave Veres.

each — to the winning fisherman.
The fishing
rodeo is open to all
members of the UAH community. All
fishermen are asked to register at the
time they begin fishing.
For a complete list of rules and
regulations, see next week's
Exponent. In case of rain, the rodeo
will be held Saturday, May 6.

O ta.u ,tIV«rf
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Week Two Intramurals Results
Spring intramurals entered its
second week of play last weekend.
Although softball intramurals were
rained out last week, the teams began
play April 16. Volleyball was not
played because the gym floor was
closed.
In co-ed softball games, McCracken
defeated Double Dribble 13-10, and
BSU defeated Ball Busters 14-13.
Brothers Johnson defeated Puckett by
forfeit.

In men's action, Champs blanked
Mixed Breed 20-0, MCCC defeated
Brothers Johnson 19-4, ATO Gattis
defeated Pikes 6-4, Loose Tolerances
defeated Bud Lights 22-2, and Kettle
blanked Loose Tolerances 20-0.
Also, ATO Busters defeated Sigma
Chi Gamma by forfeit, Dolphins
defeated Winnebago Warriors by
forfeit, and Old Swillers defeated
Tabernac's by forfeit.

Budweiser
Team of the Week
Softball Team of the Week

PI

— 4-16,1989

This weekend is the perfect time for a raft
trip and the Ocoee River is only a short
drive away. Call us now for reservations.
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Creative
photography
contest offering
$2500 in prizes
Prize money totaling $2500 will be
awarded to college photography
students in a creative photo contest,
conducted by the Centennial Pay
Phone Committee.
The competition, marking the 100th
anniversary of public communica
tions, features a grand prize of $1000.
First prize is $750, second is $500 and
third is $250.
No restrictions are placed on
composition or presentation as long as
a pay telephone is included in the shot.
Winners and other top entries will be
displayed at the PACE/PubliComm
'89 Conference and Exposition, June 69, at Walt Disney World Village, FL.
Selected photos will also be published
in Public Communications M agazine, a
committee sponsor along with AT&T,
GTE, and others.
Black-and-white or color prints,8x10
or smaller, are eligible. Photos are not
returnable and should be identified
with the entrant's name, address,
phone, and school. Entries must be
submitted by May 30 to Pay Phone
Centennial Photos, 3721 Briar Park,
Suite 100, Houston, TX 77042.
Complete rules are also available at
hgt address,.
IF YOU MISS THl BEATLES

RQSEBUP'S PARENTWOP
MUSTVE LEAKEP OUR/
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TICKETS ON SALE APRIL 10

COMING LATER THIS MONTH: Fishing Rodeo
sponsored by The Exponent
Come out and enjoy a Saturday of fishing,
fun, and sun at the annual Fishing Rodeo!
You provide the pole, UAH provides the
pond.

Prizes for the single largest fish by weight
will be awarded at the close of the day.
1st prize — $25 Mann's Bait Tackle
Pack

Date: Saturday, April 29
Time: 6 a.m. — 6 p.m.
Place: UAH duck pond
In case of rain, the fishing rodeo
will be held Saturday, May 6.\

2nd prize — $15 Mann's Bait Tackle
Pack
3rd prize — $10 Mann's Bait Tackle
Pack

«•

STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION
APPLICATIONS FOR POSITIONS
AVAILABLE NOW AT THE
UC INFORMATION DESK
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••A**********

The following positions ore open:

President

****

Vice President **** Legislative Secretary

Finance Officer ****

SGA Historian **** Ombudsman

Director of International Students ****Grievance Officer
Director of Student Services **** Twelve-Month Legislator
Committees within student affairs:

Publication Board
(3 students at large)

*****

Financial Aid Committee
(2 students at large)

Student Affairs Advisory Board
(student representatives for the following)
liberal Arts
Administrative Science
Engineering

Aursing

Science
Graduate
School of Primary Medical
Care

*********************************************

APPLICATION DEADLINE: APRIL 21, 1989 5:00 p.m
at the University Center Information Desk
Elections will be May 9 and 10, 1989
Polling places include the University Center,
Library, Morton Hall, Engineering Building,
and the mailroom of On-Campus Housing

